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A: The keywords vhs, VHS, cineon are keywords that don't exist in the right-click context menu. They're just keywords. You
can change their definition, but you can't make them do anything. To be honest, I don't think there's any good way to do what
you want. Some of the "additional menu items" need to be menu items for the kind of DVD you're converting. Other options
need to be entirely different. It sounds like you're trying to convert from an old VHS to a new DVD, and that a converter will

not help you do that. CNN's Carol Costello to leave network: report UPDATED: Costello's status not yet determined,
spokeswoman says CNN's Carol Costello is leaving the network to take a position at Bloomberg News, reports CNN Money's

John Black, citing “people familiar with the matter.” Costello's status on the airwaves has not yet been determined, according to
her spokeswoman. Costello, who anchors “At This Hour” on weekends, had been seen as a likely successor to longtime anchor

Paul Brown, who recently retired. The 42-year-old journalist and mother of two, from Middleburg, Va., is the network's longest-
serving female anchor. She had also worked at Fox, CBS, WABC and WNYW, as well as ABC News. A CNN representative
declined to comment on Costello. Black says that Costello's exit will not leave CNN without a women's anchor. CNN's female

anchor is Brooke Baldwin, a reporter and producer who joined the network in 2000. The network is also working to find a
women's anchor to join its weekday daytime newscasts. CNNMoney contributed to this report. SEE ALSO: Update: CNN.com
forums are back SEE ALSO: Carol Costello | Paul Brown's successor Q: Can't set a value to a checkbox in an Adf page using
javascript or jquery i am building a web application with adf and i'm trying to write a simple method where i will use some

javascript code to set a checkbox value to true, the page has a panelGroup with a container and a checkbox inside, here's how i
did it. In the managed bean i added something like this : private void setCheckBoxValue(javax 3da54e8ca3
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